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The new Player Impact Engine (PIE) scores real-time, in-game reactions on the pitch, like headed shots, big saves, blocked shots and many other real-life features, creating a deeper and more authentic feel. FEATURES Player Impact Engine (PIE) – Players are more connected to the ball and the action on the
pitch. As gamers progress through the action, more data is collected and more details are added to player models, increasing realism and fidelity. Over time, PIE makes the game more immersive, more responsive, and more absorbing with every passing minute. In-game, changes to players’ skills and attributes

that impact gameplay are made in real time. When players improve their skills with Experience Points (XP), these skills grow in real-time, allowing gamers to feel the difference. More XP can be earned by playing longer and completing match objectives, getting assist XP and collecting XP for goals. Opponents
react to possession and control challenges based on their rating. As the game progresses, players have success or failure with mental and physical challenges. A new “RUMOURS” system tracks players’ performance and earning ability from the season before. Gamers can now learn from the coaches, scouts and
fans about their player’s attributes, performance, and how they’ve been performing throughout the season. New live TV matches streamable on Twitch and YouTube. Live events can also be streamed and archived on the EA SPORTS Football Club. Physically-based visuals deliver a more realistic feel to the game.
The game’s first major update introduces over a hundred all-new plant-based materials, giving players a more tactile gameplay experience. New colors and visual effects, plus bleeding, reflection and environmental scattering, bring the game’s visuals to new levels of fidelity. The new way of rendering the grass
is just one example of the game’s advancements in realistic visuals. The biggest change in gameplay is the use of HyperMotion technology. The game was designed with the new motion capture technology in mind, using the insights and data collected during the upcoming FIFA World Cup. The new technology

adds motion capture data collected from 22 real-life football players, which includes acceleration, movement and position on the pitch. This data is used to power gameplay, which is more responsive, immersive and powerful. The HyperMotion feature is not just limited to

Features Key:

Introducing HyperMotion Technology – the most realistic and immersive gameplay ever available in FIFA.
Play your favorite football games with more control, more realistic players and more team expertise. Improve your positioning by kicking and receiving with more accuracy and accuracy on passes with more control. Breathe life into your skills and dribbling techniques through steering, and strike a
stunning volley with more power in the new shooting mechanics.
Master the art of free kicks with a brand new selection of free kick recipes, working off the ground, off the wall, heading and sitters.
Take on World Cup challenges and save the best for later, then let the trouble begin when you face-off with the legends and all-time greats from the UEFA Champions League.
The long awaited Team of the Year mode. Select your favourite XI, then go head to head against the friendlies, qualifiers, and knockout stages of 11 other World Cup tournaments to see who wins the golden boot.
Player Impact. Real player appearance models and animations that match the player’s size and shape. All 22 players returning with updated identities, faces and on-field skills.
New shooting mechanics including timing, line strikers and dribblers.
Updated dribbling animations and passing behaviours for every player type.
Realistic and responsive tackling and real-time fatigue, muscle tension and repeated clashes.
FIFA Appreciation League, where you can still see the stadiums, kits, and clubs you love from the past year. Your community in the new “Edition Club” mode.
Presentation of the Premier League kit and Bundesliga kit, designed for fans by fans.
Completely new locker room, pitch, stadium and broadcast commentators.
13 new international player modes including; acceleration, dribbling, durability and agility.
Play media inside the official Premier League ball.
The official UEFA Futsal ball
Precision passing and shooting mechanics for a healthy and more authentic football experience.
New Touch-Based Controls.
Re-envisioned AI with new tactical behaviours and long-term planning.
Variety of play styles made more playable and flexible.
Footwear control depth and traction. New physics and collision models.
Smoke 
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Build yourself into a tactical master Take over the management reins and shape the course of the game in solo mode and in online seasons. Show off your new skills as you hone your tactics, create a squad, and evolve your gameplay with new editing tools and custom modes. Compete around the world
Bring the world to the pitch with authentic gameplay: compete on seven different game modes and watch the match in classic and brand new cinematic camera angles to see it from different perspectives. Experience the journey Work your way from the grassroots up through academies, and travel the
globe to face your biggest challenges. Train and compete with your teammates, and engage with the community and connect with friends on social media using FIFA Ultimate Team™ and Ultimate Team Leaderboards. Find the best! Whether you’re looking for the ultimate player or star of the show,
every player and team is ranked through a comprehensive squad evaluation system. Once you’ve chosen your team, face off in official matchdays against Real Madrid, Bayern, and all 21 clubs. It’s time to play. What’s New in FIFA 22? FIFA 22 introduces fundamental gameplay advances, like overhauling
the “Crowd Cheats” and “Headshots” systems, and a new season of innovation in every mode. Key Features: The Journey Powered by Football New Generation – Football In FIFA 22, we’re focused on creating the very best authentic football gameplay experience – that means every decision you make,
from the way you dribble the ball to the way you kick it, can be made from the heart of the game. We’ve designed a number of new moves that combine the speed of modern, cutting-edge ball physics with the timing and unpredictability of real-world football. Together, these features – and much more –
bring to life the emotional connection of playing football and the beauty of its passing, shooting, tackling and dribbling. Watch Your Success Cinematic Camera Angles It’s no secret that football is rarely played with just your feet – and just as in life, there is no “right” way to score a goal. That’s why we’ve
added a new camera system to FIFA that better reflects the variety of shots that players make and ultimately mirrors the on-field experience bc9d6d6daa
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Ultimate Team (FUT) is included in FIFA 22 with a revamped cards system. The new additions include Climbing, which allows players to use cards to climb ranking by spending points earned from winning games. The expansion also includes Play Now, a feature that allows players to pay real money to
accelerate the progression of their FUT team. AI difficulty settings – The A.I. in FIFA 22 has been completely revamped. The new settings include: – Expected A.I. Co-ordination (0 – 4) – Passes (0 – 8) – Combined Shots (0 – 8) – Win % (0 – 50%) * MatchDay – Pick the rest of your team then build an 11v11 XI
for the next match and decide who plays in the 11 that you take on the pitch. * Pass & Move – Pass & Move allows players to chain together well-timed passes and move the ball into areas not normally available. Pass & Move can be used to create any team move, and players can use it to initiate an
attack or make a counter-attack. * Set Pieces – Players can now use a series of powerful moves to set up a team shot on goal. Defenders can look to intercept passes, while attackers can use long balls to find team-mates or beat defenders to ball possession. FIFA Rewards – Earn trophies and FIFA points
to unlock rewards for online/mobile FIFA for the first time. * FUT Champions – Play with a favourite of your own FIFA team to compete head-to-head on-line for the FIFA Champions Division title and compete online with FIFA Ultimate Team Gold owners. Digital Rights Management (DRM) used in FIFA 22
introduces a brand-new system for trophies, players, kits, Stadiums and the gamebook to protect the IP and allow gamers to take their gaming experience to the world. Career Mode Pivot – Take the game on to the pitch in your last ever game of FIFA, and spend the rest of the Career Mode in your
preferred mode, with a new Career Pivot system. FIFA Ultimate Team FUT is returning in FIFA 22 with the third installment of the premium FIFA Ultimate Team experience, which allows players to manage the relationships in their squad and make strategic in-game decisions to further their career. * Total
Team Control – Team management controls include: – Income Control – Player contracts – Wage Control – Player

What's new in Fifa 22:

Career Mode 

Dynamic Player Performance allows you to assign an intensity level to each aspect of your player’s performance. This combination has never before been possible in a FIFA title.FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits.
The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.The feature was created from data collected by players in high-
intensity football match to determine optimal offensive, defensive, and special football poses.

Hyper-realistic gameplay with Player Presence is inspired by real life football. The immersive way in which FIFA simulates player awareness of each other in game creates strong emotional
connections between the digital characters you team up with, making each opponent a real and compelling presence on the pitch.

Find a FUT Club
Football fans will have more choices and more success when choosing their rivals. Rivalries are now more important and will affect your rivals’, club’s success. Gone are the days
when fans would be happy just to find the team with the most points. FIFA 22 gives football fans the opportunity to create their dream FUT club, and then play out every emotion from
rivalry to defeat.
An extensive customization toolset has been expanded, reflecting the diversity of customisation options in real-life. With a range of eye-catching kits, customized kits, bespoke boots,
stadium modifications and more, you can make your FUT club unique.
The ability to personalize shirts and use your phone to design your own kits and assign a customized appearance to your player is a valuable addition to a personal FUT club.
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FIFA is one of the best-selling video games series of all time. Featuring the real-life likeness of your favourite football players, FIFA delivers unrivalled authenticity and emotion. Play FIFA
as you, your friends and your clubs. Whether you’re looking to kick-off a friendly or compete in a competitive match, FIFA's global reach means millions of players from around the world
can play the same game on the same day. In addition to all-new Career Mode and online functionality, FIFA 22 features new lighting, player likeness and ball physics. Get an all-new look
for your game with custom player body shape and head sculpt enhancements. The all-new goalkeeper AI sees offballs and crosses with more agility than ever before, while the new off-ball
run control ensures ball-watchers can run with the best. The next step in FIFA’s evolution to bring the most realistic football possible to your screen. Download FIFA 22 on Windows, Mac,
and Linux now! Simulation / Sports / Team Sports FIFA 22 brings unparalleled authenticity to your game with dozens of new features such as goalkeeper AI, new off-ball run control, new
off-ball run control, ball flight physics, new contextual quick-takes, team styles, and new goals. New player models and head scupts Get an all-new look for your game with custom body
shape and head sculpt enhancements. Your favourite players come to life in more detail than ever before, and the new likeness systems mean they’ll look familiar to you no matter what
position they play. All-new goalkeeper AI With new goalkeeper AI, your goalkeeper will utilise more of their body to make saves and remain balanced throughout the match. Run and
recover to ensure they’re always ready to save a shot. Off-ball Run Control The new off-ball run control allows players to react to passing options as the ball moves away from them. This
allows for the game to simulate team tactics and movement far more realistically than ever before. Off-ball Run Control The new off-ball run control allows players to react to passing
options as the ball moves away from them. This allows for the game to simulate team tactics and movement far more realistically than ever before. Ball Flight Physics The realistic ball
flight physics allows the game to simulate real-life physics and make it that little bit more authentic
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System Requirements:

Mental Health and Wellbeing • Access to a laptop with webcam and microphone Training & Development • 2-5 people • Desired size: 3-7 workstations, each with 4-8 seats (with a
maximum of 15 seats) Vision • Desired size: 2-4 workstations, each with a projector and screen Uptake (both mentoring and sponsorship) • Desired size: 1-3 workstations, each with 4-6
seats (
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